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Chapter Z 

JF-invariant bulk theory 

2.1 Introduct ion 

In this chapter we construct the unifying (J-field theory. We start in section 2.2 from the 
path integral description of fermions in 2+1 dimensions coupled to a gauge field A^. We 
introduce disorder averaging and replicas, and derive a gauge invariant effective action in 
terms of (J-matrices in infinite Matsubara frequency space. In section 2.2.3 we discuss 
the complicating effects of the truncation of frequency space. Due to the loss of the U(l) 
algebra it seems impossible to write down a consistent theory that contains Aß. 

We next introduce the concept of ^-invariance, which is an invariance under a spatially 
constant (7(1) transformation of the Q-field, and devise a new truncation procedure that 
conserves this invariance. Our handling of frequency space seems to be the only consistent 
way of dealing with truncated (7(1) transformations. In section 2.2.4 we list some algebraic 
relations that are a consequence of our procedure. In section 2.3 we present the ^"-invariant 
effective sigma model action in truncated frequency space, first without A^. The fact that 
^"-invariance resembles electromagnetic (7(1) gauge invariance allows us to next include 
Aß and obtain a theory that is both T- and gauge invariant. For the coupling it turns 
out to be necessary to have a detailed knowledge of edge excitations, since the topological 
term is a boundary term. We borrow a result from chapter 4 to write down the full 
coupling. 

In section 2.4 we integrate out the Q-field at tree level and obtain an effective action 
for A,,. We use it for a linear response calculation and study the transport properties of 
the system at short and long distances. 

2.2 Q-ûeld formalism; the fermionic pa th integral 

We have tried everything else. There is no other 
explanation: Gaussian integrals are wrong! 

- a Canadian theorist 

2.2.1 Preliminaries 

We are interested in the disorder average of the logarithm of the grand canonical partition 
function Z, 

Z = tieß^N'H) (2.2.1) 
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with ß the inverse thermal energy, ß = (kBT)"1, p the chemical potential, N the number of 
electrons and H the total energy of the system. We consider a system of two-dimensional 
electrons in a random potential V(x) and a static magnetic field B pointing along the 
positive z-axis. We work in units where all lengths are expressed in terms of the magnetic 
length 1= y/2h/eB and where ft = l , e = l . In these units, the electron mass m has the 
dimension of an inverse energy, while the static magnetic field and the vector potential 
are dimensionless, 

m = msi-e2/h2 ; Â=ÂSI-e£/h. (2.2.2) 

We write the vector potential as Ast + A, where the static part satisfies V x .4st = Bez 

and A represents the fluctuations. In the units chosen above, the static magnetic field is 
normalised to B = 2. The fluctuations in the scalar potential are denoted by A0- In the 
path integral formulation, the partition function for our system is written in the following 
way 

Z = fv^VA^e^'^^ (2.2.3) 

S[0,V',-4„] = far [d2xiP{x,T)[-do + iA0(x,T) + n-H(x)- V(x)]ip(x,r) 

- \ f d r fd2xd2x' 4ix,T)i>{x,T)U0{x,x')4>{x',T)iP(x\T). (2.2.4) 

Here, the ij} and t/> are Grassmann variables defined on the imaginary time interval 
T e [0,/3], with the fermionic antiperiodicity condition tp{x,ß) = —ip(x,0). The A^ are 
ordinary integration variables with the bosonic boundary condition A^x,ß) = A^x,0). 
The U0(x, x') is the Coulomb interaction and % is a differential operator acting to the left 
and to the right 

H :=&*•*, (2.2.5) 

where n is the covariant derivative, 

7? := }V - Ast - A ; n:=-\v -Âst-Â. (2.2.6) 

The Coulomb term is quartic in the fields rj}. We get rid of this quartic form by performing 
a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, introducing an extra path integration over a 
bosonic field X(x, r ) , the 'plasmon field', 

e x p - f / d r d 2 . x d V ^{x)U0(x,x')^{x') oc (2.2.7) 

fvX exp - \ làTà2xà2x' \{x)Uö\x,x)X{x) + i fdrd2x Xipip . 

Here UQ1 stands for the matrix inverse of U0. In order to find the disorder average \nZ 
we use the well known replica trick [58, 63]. In the path integral formalism this amounts 
to the introduction of replicated fields tpa, ipa, AQ, A° with a = 1, • • •, Nr. The quantities 
(i, p, V and A** are identical in all replicas. The replicated partition function is given by 

= [f[ VpfWDAl exp ̂ 2 J dr U2x ^ai-do + iA% +p-Ua - V]^a 

- i /d2x'dV Xa(x)Uö1(x:x')Xa(x') + i fd2x AaVQ^Q (2.2.8) 
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Figure 2.1: Left: our way of drawing matrices [•••]« m frequency space. Right: the 
structure of In ( n > 0 ). 

As a next step we perform a Fourier transform from imaginary time r to Matsubara 
frequencies. Since fermionic fields are antiperiodic on the interval [0,ß], while bosonic 
fields are periodic, the allowed frequencies for ip, $ and A0, A are, respectively 

vn = -§-n (bosonic). (2.2.9) wn = ^ ( n + | ) (fermionic) : 

with n integer. We define the Fourier transformed fields by 

CO o o 

r(r) = J2 Ce"M" r ; 4>a(r) = J2 i'>+'"nT (2.2.10) 
n= — oo n = —oo 

oo oo 

Aa(r) = J ] A«e— ; A«(r) = £ (X^e"*" 
n = —oo n = —oo 

which results in the following form of the action: 

S = ß fd2x ^(iw + iÂ0 + n + iX-H- V)1>-§ / d 2 z d V \i(x)Uôl(x,x')X(x'). (2.2.11) 

Here we have used matrix notation for combined replica and frequency indices, 

i'H- • • ) < / > : = Y , ^ ( • • • T n ^ l (2.2.12) 

ntn.aß 

The w is a unity matrix in replica space, while in Matsubara space it is a diagonal matrix 
containing the frequencies w„. We will often also use a diagonal matrix n containing the 
numbers n. 

u, = f (r, + i l ) (oOSJ» = UnS^Snm (n)fm = nSa" 

The 'hatted' quantities are defined according to 

£*££ With (ïntï •= <5Q/3^7^-/,n. 

(2.2.13) 

(2.2.14) 

The matrix 1° is the unit matrix in the a ' th replica space, while in Matsubara space it 
is zero everywhere except on the n ' th diagonal, where it is 1. The /"-matrices are very 
important, because they will turn out to be the generators of the electromagnetic (7(1) 
transformations. But before we elaborate on this, let us first take the disorder average 
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of the replicated partition sum, in analogy with what has been done in the free particle 
formalism. This is done using a Gaussian distribution for the random potential V(x), 

Z = fwP[V}Z ; P[V] « exp (-± fd2x vA . (2.2.15) 

This integration leads to a quartic term in the action of the form {i>^)2, which can be 
decoupled by means of a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, introducing hermitian 
matrix field variables Q"^{x). The partition function now becomes 

Z = fvï'tP VQ V\ 2M„ e
sl*-*-«-M'J (2.2.16) 

S[4>,ip,Q,\,A„] = -lgTiQ2+ß [tfxtfliu + iÂo + n-n + iX + iQty 

- f /d2xdVAt(x)A(s')i70-
1(x,x') (2.2.17) 

where the notation Tr stands for a trace over combined replica and Matsubara indices 
as well as spatial integration Jd2x . Notice that the only difference with the previously 
studied free particle case [58] is that we work with a Matsubara frequency label, rather 
than with advanced and retarded components alone. In the partition function (2.2.16), 
the integration over fermion fields can be performed, yielding an effective action for the 
variables Q, A^ and A, 

S[Q,X,Aß] = -±TIQ2 + TT \n[iLo + iÂ0 + fi-H + i\ + iQ} 

- f fd2xd2x' At(.T)A(f')t/0-1(^ - *')• (2.2.18) 

2.2.2 Gauge invariance 

A generic local U(l) gauge transformation on the fermion fields and the electromagnetic 
potentials has the form 

^a(x,T)^eix°^T^a{x,T) ; ijja(x,T)->e-xa^T'>iPa{x,T) (2.2.19) 

A2(2,T)->A2(*>r) + a„x"(*,T) 

with xa real-valued functions periodic in r . In frequency notation this gauge transforma
tion is written as a unitary matrix acting on the vector ip 

V> -> e'H ; t/>f ->• i^e-* (2.2.20) 

Âi^Âi + dd ; (A0)
a

n ^ (A0)° - ivnX
a
n- (2.2.21) 

From (2.2.20) it is clear that the /-matrices are the generators of gauge transformations. 
From their multiplication 

fajß $°ßfa (2.2.22) 

it is readily seen that they span an Abelian algebra, and that a gauge transformation 
indeed acts in every replica channel separately, as seen in (2.2.19). The Q transforms 
according to 

Q -> e**Qe-'*. (2.2.23) 
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The gauge invariance of the action (2.2.17) is easily checked: First of all, the plasmon 
field A and the combinations ip^Qip and tpyip are invariant. Secondly, the fact that the 
I commute leads to e~'*Ve'x = iVj(, from which it follows that the term ^Hip is also 
invariant. Finally, using the following commutation relation, 

[ £ , «] = - * „ £ , (2.2.24) 

in combination with the transformation rule (2.2.21) for A0, we find that the term ip*(iu+ 
iAT)ip is also invariant. The gauge invariance of (2.2.18) is evident as well. We only have to 

rewrite the gauge transformed second term Tr ln[ h te'*Qe~"'*] into Tr ln[e~**(- • -)e'* + 
iQ] and repeat the arguments given above. 

2.2.3 T-invariance; truncation of frequency space 

Ve propoze an unconventional solutsion to zis probljem. 
- an evil scientist 

Obtaining an effective theory for the low energy Q excitations is not as straightforward as 
in the free particle case. The expansion of the Tr In in (2.2.18) for low temperature and 
small momenta involves divergent frequency sums due to the presence of the /-matrices. 
In order to handle these divergencies, it is necessary to introduce a frequency cutoff. This 
cutoff serves only as a regulator and we should be able to send it to infinity at the end of 
all calculations. We choose the cutoff in such a way that all frequencies uin are restricted 
to the range 

n e { - i > C x , - . . > A ^ „ - l } . (2.2.25) 

Unfortunately, the truncation destroys the simple U(l) algebra of the /-matrices. If we 
denote the truncated matrices by 1°, we have 

( E O S ' = {î"ÏL)%9i+m ; K, tt = S"^Sk^m+n(gl+m - gl+n) (2.2.26) 

where S0*3"" means that all replica indices have to be the same, and g, is a step function 
equal to one if i £ {-JV^ a x , . . . . Ar^ax - 1 } and zero otherwise. 

The destruction of the U(l) algebra is a serious complication. Our final aim is an 
effective action Seff[T, A] in truncated frequency space that is somehow capable of produc
ing gauge invariant results. However, the lack of a simple 17(1) algebra in truncated form 
means that there is no criterion by which to check whether intermediate results are prop
erly invariant. Even worse, the obvious procedure of first finding the theory for A^ = 0 (a 
very hard task in itself) and then including A„ by some simple rule like minimal coupling 
fails. Assuming that the theory without gauge fields has been found, a transformation 
like (2.2.23) still leads to a mess that cannot be cleaned up by inserting counter terms 
involving Aß. 

A new symmetry comes to the rescue. Apart from the electromagnetic gauge invari
ance, the action (2.2.18) possesses a second U(l) invariance. In the theory without A,,, 
the action does not change under a spatially global U(l) transformation, 

Q -> e'*Qe-'* , Vx = 0. (2.2.27) 

This transformation amounts to a spatially independent shift of the plasmon field inside 
the Tr In according to 

A(.f) -)• A'(f) = A(.r) - doX- (2.2.28) 
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Figure 2.2: The form of the matrices P, T and Q in truncated frequency space. 

If we now choose A' as the integration variable instead of A, then the shift occurs in 
the last term of (2.2.18). The effect of this shift is zero provided that the interaction 
U0 is long-ranged, i.e. Uäl{q) ->0 as \q\ -> 0. In two spatial dimensions, the Coulomb 
interaction is infinitely ranged. The Fourier transform is given by 

U0(q) oc h oc |<fj~ (2.2.29) 

We have given the invariance under the transformation (2.2.27) the name of 'JF-invariance' 
(after Finkelstein). The associated Noether charge is the fermion number or total electric 
charge. 

We cannot overemphasise the importance of ^-invariance. First, it provides us with a 
very strong restriction on the possible form of the effective action in the absence of gauge 
fields, namely that it should be invariant under the truncated equivalent of (2.2.27), 

SMTW-1} = Seff[r] W = exp i £ XaJn = e* V X (2.2.30) 

(From this point on, the 'hat ' notation implies that truncated I-matrices are used). We 
denote the truncated form of a general U(i) transformation by the name of 'W-rotation'. 
In this terminology the truncated version of jF-invariance is formulated as invariance 
under spatially independent W-rotations. 

Second, after finding a way to handle the truncated form of ^-invariance, we are in 
a position to generalise to spatially dependent W'-rotations and so solve the problem of 
truncated electromagnetic gauge invariance. All of this is of course purely hypothetical if 
we do not succeed in taming the mess which VK-rotations create. We will now present a 
procedure that indeed satisfies the ^-invariance demanded in (2.2.30). It involves a com
pletely new truncation prescription in frequency space. We proceed as in the free particle 
analysis and split the Q matrix variable into 'transverse' and 'longitudinal' components, 

Q = T~lPT P = P f T e U{2N') (2.2.31) 

Here, P has only block-diagonal components in frequency space (i.e. P°£ is nonzero only 
for unwm >0) and T is a unitary rotation. 2AT' is the size of the Matsubara space times 
the number of replica channels, and represents the size of the Q-matrix. 

This change of variables (2.2.31) is motivated by the saddlepoint structure of the 
theory (2.2.18) in the absence of the fields Aß,X and at zero temperature (i.e. w„->-0). 
This saddlepoint can be written as 

Qs T - i A T A aß 
nm saßsn„ s g n ^ J (2.2.32) 
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, 2iVm a x-l} for which A° and tr l°Q 

indicating that the longitudinal fluctuations P are the 'massive' components of the theory 
whereas the T-matrix fields are the lowest energy excitations (Goldstone modes) in the 
problem. In analogy with the free particle case we define a matrix field Q 

Q := T - ' A T Q2 t tr Q = 0. (2.2.33) 

This is the only local variable on which the effective action Seff[T] can depend that is 
consistent with the symmetry present in the zero-temperature saddlepoint (2.2.32). 

The way in which (2.2.31) is going to be handled is illustrated in Fig. 2.2: we im
pose on the T-rotations a 'small' cutoff iVmax in Matsubara frequency space, such that 

l«A rmax<iV™ 
we can write 

The frequency indices on T range from — iVmax to N„ 

Q = A + SQ 

-1. As a result, 

(2.2.34) 

where 6Q only contains small frequencies. At the same time we restrict the frequencies 
for which An ^ 0 to the interval {—2Amax + 1 , . . . , 2iVmax — 1}, so that the matrix A is 
nonzero only in a band that touches the 'small' 6Q. In Fig. 2.3 this band is shown. (In 
the presence of gauge fields, .4^ is restricted to the same band). 

It is important to keep in mind that working with a finite iVmax is just a calculational 
device which will enable us to derive an effective action for the lowest energy excitations T 
by formally integrating out the massive components P. (The latter can be done explicitly 
by employing saddlepoint methods). Once an effective action for the T-fields has been 
obtained, we have to find some procedure by which the cutoff iVmax can be sent to infinity. 

A formal justification of the 'smallness' of the T-rotation is postponed until after 
section 2.3.3 where we introduce vector and scalar potentials in the effective action. It 
will turn out that a 'large' T-rotation can always be written as a product of a 'large' 
block diagonal matrix times a 'small' rotation; the block diagonal part can be absorbed 
into P. A certain intuition for the truncation can be gained by noting, as Finkelstein did, 
that the frequency matrix r\ plays the role of the 'magnetic field' if the analogy with the 
Heisenberg ferromagnet is used. At large frequencies Q is forced to 'line itself up ' and go 
to A. 

2.2.4 ^-algebra 

We use the word 'jF-algebra' as a collective name for all the complicated W-rotations, 
commutation relations etc. in truncated frequency space that come in the place of the 
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Figure 2.4: (a) Nonzero regions of [xi,x2] with Xi and x2 arbitrary functions, (b) The 
matrix în forn>0. (c) The matrix [Im,î„] /or positive m and n. The size of the nonzero 
segments is min{n,m}. 

simple U(l) results which one has in infinite frequency space. Here we give a list of the 
most important ingredients, which will be needed later on in order to determine whether 
certain quantities are ^"-invariant or not. Commutation of I-matrices among themselves 
gives 

fr i" mllcl 
P" 

5aß,iV5k^m+n{gi+m-gl+n) 

S"^1l"'Sk-l,Tn+n+p [gi+m+n{gi+m 9l+n) 

(2.2.35) 

gi+p{gi+p+m — gi+p+n)} 

An interesting thing to note is that [I",l£] is nonzero only in small triangular regions in 
the upper left and lower right corner (see Fig. 2.4a). The reason is the following. The 
outcome of [In, Im] is only nonzero if n and m have opposite signs. The result lies on 
the n + m' th diagonal, with n + m € {-2iVmax + 2 , . . . , 2 iV m a x -2} . The number of nonzero 
components at one end of this diagonal is given by min(|n|, \m\). The maximum number 
of nonzero components (at one end) for a given diagonal d is 2JVmax — 1 — |d|. 

Higher order commutators are also restricted to the upper left and lower right corner. 
The size of the corner region grows with an amount 2A/

max at every extra commutation. 
Commutation of I-matrices with n and A yields 

IM 
PMS* 

K.rc.A]] kl 

6a^6k-ln(o-, - ak) =: - 2 sgn (n ) (0£7 

SaßlWSk-l,m+n [gi + n{cri - <7|+n ) ~ gi + m^l+n 

\01 

(2.2.36) 

(2.2.37) 

•<Ti+m+n)] (2.2.38) 

Here an denotes the sign of un and we have defined the matrix I" as the part of I" that 
lives in the [ + - ] or [ -+] part of frequency space (see Fig. 2.4b). Using (2.2.35-2.2.38) we 
are now able to determine the effect of a W-rotation on the quantities tr I°Q and tr nQ, 
which will turn out to be important later on. We find 

tr lytQe-* 

tr 7]e'xQe~'x 

tr I°nQ + Kdox)^ 

tr nQ - | - t r Qd^x 2(5ox)t(a0x)-

(2.2.39) 

(2.2.40) 

The remarkable thing about this result is that it is exact. Higher order terms in a 
commutation power series expansion are all zero. This can be seen as follows. We write 
tr I°e'xQe-'x in the form tr I^e^Ae"'* + tr e~ixI°eixSQ. It is the first commutator with A 
in the first term that gives rise to the d0\

 m (2.2.39). All higher order commutators with 
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A have a form where there are as many matrix elements +1 as —1 on the diagonal (see 
Fig. 2.4c). Traced with an I-matrix, this gives zero. In the second term all commutators 
with I" live in the corner regions. Therefore, tracing with the 'small' SQ produces zero. 
One would need a number of commutations of the order of N'makX/Nma,x 3> 1 before the 
corner regions start to meet SQ. 

Eq. (2.2.40) can be understood by writing the l.h.s. as tr e~'xr/e'^Q. The first and 
second commutator produce the first and second terms respectively in the r.h.s. Third 
and higher orders give rise to a broken up diagonal structure in each corner, that contains 
an equal number of +1 and —1 entries. The trace with both A and SQ vanishes. 

What is more, the arbitrary cutoff iV^ax does not enter into (2.2.39, 2.2.40), which 
means that it can be safely taken to infinity. Eqs. (2.2.39) and (2.2.40) will play a key 
role in the jF-invariance of the effective action. Although the rules in this section seem 
complicated and counterintuitive, strategic application of VF-rotations can lead to huge 
computational advantages. 

2.3 Effective action 

2.3.1 T h e case Aß = 0 

The effective action in the absence of gauge fields is defined by 

es.«[T\ x jvWP I[P] exp ( - ^ T r P2 - § fd2xd2x' X^(x)U^(S - x')X(x') 

+Tr ln[iuo + fi + i~\ - H0 + iT~lPT] ) (2.3.1) 

where I[P] is the Jacobian of the change of variables Q —> T~lPT and Ho is the differential 
operator (2.2.5) without the fluctuations A. From general symmetry considerations one 
can impose two important conditions on the actual form of Sefr[T]. 

1. The only local variable on which Sefffî1] can depend and which is consistent with 
the symmetries of the problem is precisely Q (2.2.33). 

2. The effective action must be ^-invariant: 

SefftetfQe-*] = Seff[Q] ; V* = 0 (2.3.2) 

We refer to appendix 2B for details of the derivation and here just present the result, 

Seff[Q] = 5<,[Q] + S F [ Q ] + 5 Y [ Q ] (2.3.3) 

SM = - K T r (V<?)2 + K y T r enQdiQdjQ (2.3.4) 

SF[Q] - ^ £ ' T r K , Q ] [ P n , Q ] (2.3.5) 

SY[Q] = - ^ W d W x > i : Ç ( £ ) ] Y Ï £ - . i O [ t r F n Q ( £ ' ) ] 
an 

(2.3.6) 

where z is the singlet interaction amplitude and Y is given by (in momentum space) 

Y (Pi = , + : P l l { A (2-3-7) 
1 + 2npUo(p) 
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with p the density of states dn/dp. The prime on the summation in (2.3.5) indicates 
that the frequency n is restricted to the values n <E {-A^a x , ••-, ^ L ~ ! } • F o r a general 
understanding of the result (2.3.3) let us discuss the various pieces separately. First, by 
putting the temperature /3 _ 1 equal to zero we obtain the same result SCT as in the free 
electron theory. The 'bare' parameters o£ and a°y are generally modified by the electron-
electron interactions. The modifications are of a Fermi-liquid type and in the limit of 
strong magnetic fields the results depend on the ratio of disorder energy T0 (the width of 
the Landau band) and the typical Coulomb energy E0 (= U0(i), where £ is the magnetic 
length). Notice that 

S„[Q] = S„[SQ] ; SQ:=Q-A (2.3.8) 

and the same statement holds for Sy. The most important part of the action is the 
Finkelstein action SF (2.3.5). The diagonal parts of Q in this expression give rise to 
nontrivial contributions and we have the following identity: 

SF[Q] = zfJd2x ]T)r rnQ tr r_nQ + 4tr TJQ - 6tr rjA (2.3.9) 

Discarding the (infinite) constants oc tr rjA for the moment, we see that replacing Q by 
5Q yields identical results. Hence, the difference between the quadratic terms in (2.3.5) 
and (2.3.9) is the so-called frequency term tr i]Q. Eq. (2.3.9) can also be written more 
explicitly as 

SF[Q] = zjjd Y, E SQÏÏ&QmJk-i*-m + 4tr vSQ -(-const. (2.3.10) 

which is the result originally obtained by Finkelstein [22]. In Finkelstein's formulation of 
the problem, the very special relative coefficient '4' between the first (singlet-interaction) 
and second (frequency) terms in (2.3.10) is related to the macroscopic conservation laws 
in a very indirect way. The advantage of the present formalism is (among other things) 
the simple algebraic interpretation of the result which can be directly obtained from the 
symmetries of the problem. 

Next we elaborate on the significance of the 'Coulomb term' Sy (2.3.6). It is usually 
ignored in renormalisation group analyses, since it really stands for a higher dimensional 
operator. (Notice that Y(p) <x |p| in the small momentum limit). However, it cannot 
be discarded. In the large momentum limit z can be replaced by \np [6]. Consequently 
the sum of S F and Sy does not contain the term quadratic in tr \Q in this limit and 
(2.3.3) reduces to the free particle action. This means that the full theory of (2.3.3-2.3.6) 
is appropriately interpreted in terms of a cross-over phenomenon between free electron 
behaviour at short distances (or high temperature ß~l) and an interaction dominated 
behaviour which appears at larger distances (or lower temperatures ß~l) only. 

Secondly, the complete form of (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) unravels important information on 
the nature of quantum transport even for ordinary metals. This will be the main subject 
of section 2.4, where we compute at a tree level the complete momentum and frequency 
dependent response to electromagnetic perturbations. 

Finally, we mention that although (2.3.6) is naively irrelevant from the weak coupling 
renormalisation point of view, it nevertheless dominates the quantum transport problem 
in the strong coupling (insulating) phase which is characterised by strong interaction 
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effects such as the appearance of the Coulomb gap in the quasiparticle density of states. 
This will be the main subject of chapter 3, where we embark on the renormalisation group 
behaviour of the theory. 

2.3.2 jF-invariance of the effective action 

It is easily checked that the effective action (2.3.3) is indeed ^"-invariant. For completeness 
and for later use we will now show how the action transforms under general, spatially 
dependent VF-rotations. Using the .F-algebra presented in section 2.2.4 we obtain 

Sa[WQW-1] = - § a ° T r [V + iV*. Q}2 + | < , T r e^Qd.Qd.Q 

+ | j> dx tr ÇcU' + £ fdx (doxYdxX (2.3.11) 

SF[WQW~l] = SF[Q] (2.3.12) 

SY[WQW-1} = -zJ2jà2p[teFnQ(p) + î(doxr-n(p)]Y(p) 
an 

x [tr r_nQ(-P) + î(doxU-p)] • (2.3.13) 

Here ƒ da: stands for integration along the boundary of the sample, with x a coordinate 
running counterclockwise along the edge. Putting Vx = 0, the ^"-invariance of all three 
pieces of the action is evident. For the moment we will discard the boundary and only 
consider the infinite plane. We will come back to this issue in chapter 4 where we discuss 
chiral edge states. There, the edge terms in (2.3.11) will play a major role. 

The invariance of the Finkelstein part of the action deserves some extra attention. It 
follows from the transformations (2.2.39, 2.2.40) applied to (2.3.9). In the .F-algebra the 
frequency matrix io does not transform simply according to the linear rule UJ^UJ — doX as 
one would naively expect. Terms quadratic in the gauge field \' are generated such that 
S F as a whole remains invariant. The results of the ^-algebra are therefore somewhat 
counterintuitive. Another way to check the ^-invariance of the Finkelstein term is to 
consider a gauge transformation of (2.3.5). Under the trace, the VF-rotation can be moved 
from the Q onto the I-matrices. We write I —> I+Sl with SI = W_1\W—I. From section 2.2.4 
we know that S\ exists only in the upper left and lower right corners. Therefore SI 
commutes with Q, which proves the invariance of the expression tr [1°, Q][P„, Q]. 

In summary we can say that .^-invariance of the action can be retained after truncation 
of Matsubara frequency space. For this purpose we introduced the 'smallness : concept, 
which ensures that SQ has no contact with the complex non-{7(l) character of the 1,1 
commutators. The coupling between the 'large' VF-rotations and the 'small' SQ matrix 
as discussed in this section seems to be the only consistent way of carrying through 
U{\) gauge transformations in the effective action formalism. In a theory which includes 
external fields, electromagnetic gauge transformations therefore also have to take the form 
of IF-rotations, and the frequencies for which the fields are nonzero have to be restricted 
as in Fig. 2.3. 

The stringent requirements on the cutoff procedure do not, however, provide an answer 
to the fundamental question of U(l) gauge invariance of the whole theory. More specif
ically, since the Q and WQW"1 do not (by construction) belong to the same manifold, 
we generally cannot absorb the IF-rotation into the measure of the Q-integration. The 
general idea behind our approach is, however, that full gauge invariance is only obtained 
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after the cutoff iVmax is sent to infinity. This way of handling the 17(1) gauge invariance is 
completely new and special care should therefore be taken. The proof of gauge invariance 
of the Finkelstein theory ultimately relies on the results of explicit, laborious calculations, 
both perturbative and non-perturbative [64]. This, then, puts extra weight on statements 
of renormalisability. We will embark on this problem in chapter 3. 

From now onward we are going to treat the ^-invariance as a good symmetry of the 
problem, keeping in mind that the limit Nmax-^oo is always taken in the end. 

2.3.3 Including external fields 

In the previous section we have established the correct procedure for treating 17(1) gauge 
transformations. The task at hand now is to include gauge fields in the effective action 
(2.3.3). In principle, the straightforward way of doing this would be to start from (2.2.18), 
truncate, and redo the whole procedure of integrating out P and A. However, this is a 
highly nontrivial task! Instead, we are going to use our knowledge of the /-"-algebra and 
demand that the extension of (2.3.3) is both gauge and ^-invariant, 

SefftQ, A„] = 5eff[e'x<5e"'Y,.4^ + a^x], arbitrary x 

Sen[Q,A„] = S e f r l e ^ Q e - * , ^ ] , V X = 0. (2.3.14) 

The x here does not have a zero frequency component. The zero frequency part of the 
gauge fields is contained in the P-field theory as a static background. The Q-theory only 
deals with the fluctuations Aß. 

An important point to notice is that the most naive guess for an extension of (2.3.3), 
namely the minimal coupling d^—> Dli = dll—iAlil does not satisfy (2.3.14). The Sy (2.3.6) 
in itself is not gauge invariant; the tr l"Q needs an AQ term to compensate for the doX 
that gets generated by the W-rotation. 

Another important observation is that the topological term in S& on the infinite plane 
is gauge invariant all by itself and does not give us a clue how to couple it to A,,. When a 
boundary is included, however, (2.3.11) prescribes a unique coupling. The only expression 
constructed from the topological term that is both gauge and /"-invariant is given by 

Invariant = |e,_,Tr Q[Di,Q][DhQ) (2.3.15) 

= Stop[Q] - i I Ax tr QÂX + £ Y, f A° A dA" + ß <fdx AlA* 

+ tWd2*Bn
Q[ tr i :Q-f(A0rn] 

na 

Here we have used the notation1 

Stop[Q] = |Tr elJQdtQdJQ = \ lax tr (Ar&T"1) (2.3.16) 

Y^ J Aa A dAa = Y U3x eßvXAldvA
a
x = ß fd2x [2A[B - Âf x d0A] - ß làx A\,AX 

1Notice that the topological term gives rise to a Chern-Simons action which is also of topological 
nature. 
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with M the manifold consisting of the plane of the sample times the imaginary time 
interval [0,/3]. With our knowledge of the ^-algebra we are now in a position to state 
that the effective action is restricted to the following form 

Seff[Q, A,) = - § a ° T r [D, Q]2 + |ax°y£tJTr Q[Dt, Q][D}, Q] + SF[Q] (2.3.17) 

- f E /d25Y^ ltr WW - §Mo)-»(S)f 
na 

+jF-invariant terms involving B and [tr I°Q — ^(A0)1n] . 

The details of the additional .^-invariant terms follow from a closer study of the edge, 
which we discuss in chapter 4. There we present a combined effective action for the bulk 
and the edge. In the limit of zero density of edge states, the following bulk action is 
obtained. 

SeB[Q,A}= (2.3.18) 

- X T r [D, Qf + K ^ T r Q[Di, Q][Dh Q] + SF[Q] - g ^ ( ^ ) 2 jd>x B<B 

"fE A2? Y [tr l"Q - Î^T-n + Ä < Ä ] [tr l-nQ - ÎW» + 2 ^ X ] • 
na J 

The terms containing a^y oc dn/dB [61, 63] are the result of the diamagnetic edge cur
rents. We stress that the complete result (2.3.18) clearly demonstrates the theoretical 
subtleties of the effective action procedure which can not be taken for granted. Without 
the boundary and the concept of .^-invariance we wouldn't have had a clue about the A^ 
coupling. 

Eq. (2.3.18) is a nontrivial statement on the low energy, large wavelength excitations 
of the theory. In order to see this, we consider the theory at a classical level, i.e. we put 
Q = A. The results now represent an effective action for the external fields A^ which con
tains the same microscopic parameters of, etc. as those appearing in Seff[(3] (2.3.3-2.3.6) 
without external fields. This result is truly remarkable if one realizes that the effective 
actions S^A^, Q — A] and Seu[Aß = 0, Q] follow from fundamentally different expansion 
procedures applied to the original theory (2.2.18). In appendix 2A we elaborate further 
on this point and show that the different expansion procedures are in fact related by 
Ward identities. These Ward identities are not only crucially important in the micro
scopic derivation of the general result (2.3.18), they also provide a formal justification 
of the 'smallness' concept. In appendix 2B we give a simple example and show how the 
theory (2.3.3-2.3.6) can be obtained in this way. 

2.4 Response at tree level 

2.4.1 Perturbative expansion 

It is straightforward to check that the Q-field theory at a classical level (putting Q = A) 
does not provide a gauge invariant response to the external fields A^. In order to obtain 
a U(l) invariant result, one has to work with the propagators of the Q-field fluctuations. 
A U(l) invariant result at a tree level is obtained by taking the Q-field fluctuations to 
lowest order into account. 
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The most effective way to proceed is to first make use of a W- or gauge transformation 
such that the A0 is absorbed into the vector potential A. It is easy to check that under 
such a VV-rotation the fields transform according to 

A0 

A° + V(-4o)g (2.4.1) 

0. 

It is obviously advantageous to deal directly with the gauge invariant quantity z° = 
iE°/i/n. where E is the electric field (d0Ä-VA0). In order to define a perturbative 
expansion in the Q-field we write 

Q = 
1 - 2VVi 

2V*VÏ 
2\ / l - V"V't • V 

V'V't - 1 + 2VV 
(2.4.2) 

where the matrices V, V* are taken as independent field variables. We use the following 
convention for the Matsubara indices: the quantities « i , n 3 , - - - with odd subscripts run 
over non-negative integers, such that the corresponding fermionic frequencies uni are pos
itive. By the same token, the n2, n4, • • • run over negative integers and the corresponding 
ujni are all negative. The action can be written as a series in powers of the fluctuation 
fields V, V*. The propagators of the Gaussian theory are given by 

(vnt2(p) {vt}zU-p')) ±SaSS^5(p-p')5ni7,n3JnJp)x 

x {6nint + Saß
K[z - Y(p)}gni2(p)} (2.4.3) 

UP) [p2 + Kzm] 9m(p) = [p2 + nmY(p)] 

"12 = rii — n2. 

2.4.2 Zero magnetic field 

Putting <7x?y = 0 for simplicity for the moment we obtain the following result for the 
response at tree level 

S\AU 
ß \2 

(E,)1n(-P) 
a,n>0 

Si. 
Pipi 

p2 + KnY(p) 
(EjTM (2-4.4) 

This expression provides important physical information on the process of quantum trans
port. In order to show this we write for the charge density N (using r = x° = it) 

5S[A„. 
-ßKAp) = -^(f)2-p, i6(Ao)»m(-p) 

which can be written as (omitting replica indices 

Si, 
PiPi 

p2 + KmY'(p) 

l<P2Vj^}Nm(p) = -ip- (JextUp). 

(E3Tm(p) (2.4.5) 

(2.4.6) 

Here we have written /e x t = ^cr^E for the current density generated by the external field. 
The quantity containing Y in (2.4.6) has a different meaning depending on the momentum 
scale one is looking at. For large momenta we have 

1/Y(p) -4 2/np as |p| ->• oo 

\ < & ? m N b ) ~ p • D ~ P N ( P ) = i f - T M P ) 
(2.4.7) 
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where D°K is the diffusion constant, equal to a^/2irp by the Einstein relation, and Jdiff 

stands for the diffusive current density, which is driven by the density gradient. In space-
time notation we then have, instead of (2.4.6), 

dtN = - V • (j*ext + /diff) ( I P I - K » ) (2-4.8) 

which is the usual statement of particle number conservation in a metallic system driven 
by density gradients and external electric fields. On the other hand, in the limit of small 
momenta the 1/Y reduces to the bare Coulomb potential 

l/Y(p) -» 2TTPU0{P) as \p\ -> 0 

lKp2yhN(P) * P- £ < £ & ( p ) = ip- Up). (2.4.9) 

Here, Ec is the internally generated electric field of the interacting electron gas and fc the 
current induced by this field. Instead of (2.4.8) we now get 

dtN = - V • ( / „ t + j*c) ( | p | ->0) (2.4.10) 

expressing the fact that the system only responds to the sum of external and internally 
generated electric fields. The instantaneous Coulomb potential apparently wins over the 
much slower diffusive processes. The continuity equation (2.4.6) is a well known result 
from the theory of metals [56]. 

2.4.3 Including magnetic fields 

Now we are going to include the <r°y term. Let us first consider weak magnetic fields, in 
which case the a^ can be neglected [63] and edge effects become immaterial. This leads 
to the following gauge invariant response 

sK] = -drj2 A2pH^)-„(-p)[^i+<e«](^);(p) (2-4.il) 
a,n>0 

If we now repeat the calculation of the electron density in section 2.4 using the action 
(2.4.11). we find that the results (2.4.6)-(2.4.10) still hold, with one modification: The 
'external' current j * e x t and the internally generated current fc now also include a Hall 
current, 

Jc/ex, = UK?' + <&*]%!**- (2-4.12) 

The modification of fc is not apparent in the equation for current conservation, however, 
since 

V • /c
Ha"(p) oc OjPiPj = 0. (2.4.13) 

Let us now consider strong magnetic fields. In this case we can no longer neglect the ff" 
contributions in (2.3.18). The action (2.4.11) is modified as follows. First, the (cr^)2 term 

is carried over from (2.3.18). Second, there is a shift A0 -> Ao + i^-B, since the A0 is 
contained only in the F-term. The result is 

S„n [ 5 , Ê] = S„u=0[B, Ê - i&VB] - g ^ ( a » ) 2 Jd2
P B^B. (2.4.14) 

http://2-4.il
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The ensuing externally generated current is given by 

iL = U°°J'3 + <&*]{"%« + S-^B) (2.4.15) 

For convenience later on, we write the result for weak B (2.4.11) in terms of new variables 

zi = ft* + eadj9 (2.4.16) 

a,n>0 

The 2 x 2 matrix M is given by 

(2.4.17) 

M 
G -UCTÇ 

UICTG 1 + (W C T) 2 (1 - G) 
nth G = l-P2gn(p) (2.4.18) 

where we have made use of the semiclassical notation 

°"o o _ 
c„ u,cr 4 . (2.4.19) 

" 1 + Kr) 2 

We will use the form (2.4.17) in chapter 5 where we perform the Chern-Simons mapping. 

2A Justification of 'smallness' 

Why is it possible to work with a matrix T that contains only small Matsubara frequen
cies? One can of course start out from an ungauged action (i.e. without A and A,,) in 
which T has the 'small' form. However, in our theory with A and A,, we have to allow 
U(l) gauge transformations and one would expect that a ^ - ro ta t ion , which is 'large', 
changes T into a 'large' matrix. In this appendix we show that that does not happen. 
Thanks to the special structure of the ^-algebra the 'small' form is retained. 

Consider first how T = \ changes under a gauge transformation. We have T-¥W~l = 
exp —ix- We write 

X = XB + Xs (2A.1) 

where \B is block diagonal (nonzero only in the [+, +] and [—, —] Matsubara blocks) and 
Xs is block off-diagonal (nonzero in the [+,—] and [—,+] blocks). Now write 

W = e-'* = e-iB t. (2A.2) 

Using the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, t can be written as the exponent of a power 
series as follows: 

oo 

t = expiJ2^Xn (2A.3) 

where 

X , = x s X 2 = [ X s , X B ] X S = | [ [ x s , X B ] , X B ] • • • ( 2 A . 4 ) 

The important point is that the Xn are all block off-diagonal matrices and that their size 
in frequency space is of the order of n • Nma,x. The series can be truncated beyond small 
orders in n, resulting in a matrix t that satisfies the condition of smallness. Notice that 
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the restriction of Xn to a narrow band of frequencies is an essential ingredient here. In the 
theory with variables P, T the large component e_ ,*B can be absorbed into a redéfinition 
of the P-field which leads to the statement 

T-'PT =WPW~1 = t~1P't. (2A.5) 

In the theory where P has been integrated out, we get 

WAW-1 = r1e*'*BAe-'*Bi = t~lM. (2A.6) 

This shows that a ^ - ro ta t ion acting on T = 1 effectively results in a 'small' T. Let 
us next consider the effect of a W-rotation on a general 'small' T. Here we have the 
transformation T -» Te~'*Bt. It is easily checked that 'small' x 'large' block diagonal 
x 'small' = 'small'. This then shows that a W-rotation acting on a general 'small' T 
again results in a 'small' matrix, which provides a justification for the whole truncation 
procedure. 

2B Matching procedure 

Let us consider the action (2.3.1) with A,, included and reflect on the possibility of con
structing an effective action S^t[Aß,T] which contains the two distinctly different sets of 
field variables A^ and T simultaneously. For this purpose we consider the effective actions 
Ses[A„,T = t\ and Seff[A„ = 0,T] separately. 

exp5 e f f[A^,l]oc (2B.1) 

fvXVP I[P] exp ( - ^ T r P2 - f ƒ A ^ ' A + Tr ln[iw + fi + iÂ0 + i\-H + iP] 

exp5e f f[0,T]oc (2B.2) 

fvXVP I[P] exp ( - ^ T r P2 - f f A*^"1 A + Tr In[»w + /i + iX -ÙQ + iT^PT]) . 

The Seg[Ali,T=t] is formally obtained by expanding the Tr In to lowest order in powers 
of the large matrices Â„ and this means that complicated infinite sums over frequencies 
will have to be performed. The situation for Seg[Ali = 0,T] is quite different and one has 
to follow the procedure of [58] in order to formally express this action in terms of the 
'small' variable SQ to lowest orders in a derivative and temperature expansion. 

However, since one is usually interested in the limit of small momenta, frequencies and 
temperatures, only a finite number of terms in Seff needs to be considered in both cases. 
The coefficients are microscopic parameters which are generally given as complicated 
correlations defined by the underlying theory with plasmon (A) and disorder (P) variables 
alone. These coefficients (coupling constants) of 5eff[A^, 1] and 5efr[0, T] are related to one 
another by gauge invariance, as will be shown next, and this then provides the starting 
point for constructing a complete action 5efr[A^,T], which is done by 'matching' the 
known results for both pieces. 

To establish a relation between (2B.1) and (2B.2) we start out by taking a pure gauge 
Aß = <9,,,Y, T= e~**. With this choice, the actions (2B.1) and (2B.2) certainly stand for 
one and the same thing, 

Seff[o„x,l] = Seff[0,r]. (2B.3) 
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This procedure can be extended as follows: Suppose we have found Sef;[A^,T] from a 
'matching' procedure as mentioned above. A useful check upon this result is obtained by 
a generalisation of (2B.3), 

S*[Alt + dßx,T\ = S*[Al,,i\. (2B.4) 

In order to give an example of the matching procedure, we derive an effective action for 
the plasmon field A in the absence of A^. We consider first the Tr In term, 

expSi„[A,l] = fvP / [PJexpTr \n[iu + p-H0 + i\ + iP] (2B.5) 

exp 5i„[0, T] = fvP I[P] expTr ln[iw + p - Û0 + iT~lPT\. (2B.6) 

Eq. (2B.6) is precisely the free particle problem and we can write 

S ln[0,T] = Sa[Q\ + 2f nPoTr r,Q (2B.7) 

where p0 is the free particle density of states, which can be written as 

Po = h{GTini{x,x)-G^nï{x,x))m ; G(x,x') = {x\{iu, + p - H0 + »P)"1!*') (2B.S) 

where the average is with respect to P. In (2B.8) the indices are kept fixed with nj > 0 
and n2 < 0 as usual. Eq. (2B.8) is identical to the more familiar expression for po 
from the standard replica field theory. More specifically, for quantities like (2B.8) which 
involve unmixed averages over the positive and negative blocks of P, one can transform 
the problem back and trade in the P-integral for the average over the original random 
potential V(x). On the other hand, (2B.5) can be written, to lowest order in A, 

5ln[A, 1] = - I Y , E JKM&>& (2B.9) 
aß nm 

where 

M„t(*,z') = - t r (G(X,X')I^G(X',X)IA + (tr [G(x,x) £]tr [G(x',x') I«]) 
\ / av \ ' cum 

G{x,x') = (xliiu + p-Ho + iP)-1^') (2B.10) 

where the subscript 'cum' stands for the cumulant average. This expression can be worked 
out to give 

MZL(*,J) = F-'Sn+mfiSix - x')ßPo +••• (2B.11) 

where the dots stand for higher order terms in derivatives and frequencies. Only the 
[+ ,+] and [ - , - ] terms in (2B.9) contribute to (2B.11). The mixed components [+,— ] 
and [—,+] are proportional to the frequency (n) and contribute to higher orders only. 
Eq. (2B.9) can now be written as 

Sln[X,t} = -lp0J^X (2B.12) 

The 'match' between (2B.12) and (2B.7) is obtained as follows 

5ln[A,T] = S„[Q] + J27TPO J [tr r)Q + £ t r \Q - (£ ) 2 A*A] (2B.13) 
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It can be shown that this expression satisfies (2B.4) with A0 replaced by A. Eq. (2B.13) 
therefore is the desired result. Moreover, comparison with (2.2.40) shows that (2B.13) 
is ^"-invariant. Next we can add the Coulomb part oc \*U0\ to S\n. By making the 
appropriate shift A—»A', the final result decouples such that 

5eff[A',r] = -±J(\y(± + 2*p0)X' + S„[Q) +f 7rPoTrr,Q 

+ f-02nPoJ(l~TTÏ^)Y/\trrnQ\2. (2B.14) 
na 

This is precisely of the form written in (2.3.3-2.3.6). We mention that the procedure can 
be extended to higher orders [6], which means that higher orders in A can be considered 
in (2B.9) along with higher order operators in Q (proportional to ß~2) in (2B.7). These 
higher order contributions renormalise the coefficients in (2B.14) and they generate higher 
order operators as well. 
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